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“Test Team has it’s first Lady”
Susie Goodyear from Victoria is Australia’s
First lady to make the Test Team in the history
of the “Wayleggo Cup”. Along with our
experienced Captain John Perry and
newcomers to represent Australia Dickie Reid
from NSW & Michael Grant from Tasmania,
the Team looks strong to keep the cup in
Australia with the guidance and experience
of Manager Greg Prince.
“A parcel arrived in the mail the other day, I didn't
know what it was – wondered if I'd broken my
promise about E-bay, again...I pulled open the
staples, reached inside and started to pull out
what was inside. Then I saw it, and froze.
I was staring at the ASDWA logo on a green
blazer pocket. Australian Test Team.
Standing at my car outside the Rutherglen Post
Office, I choked with emotion as I stared
at the pocket and reflected on the people,
the dogs and the experiences that brought
that parcel to me.
I left my parents' property near Morven Qld,
jillarooing and eventually Queensland behind
and moved to Victoria in 2000, I met people
who were already involved in dog trialling and
was hooked. I'd been around sheep all my life,
and had station dogs, but the step to 3 sheep trialing was a quantum leap.
I acquired more dogs, pestered a lot of people, went to dog schools,
confused a lot of dogs, terrorised a lot of sheep, listened to the advice of
seasoned campaigners. Reading books by James Lilico, James L Moore
and R B Kelley, I spent countless hours practicing. One thing I learnt
was that while good advice mightn't make much sense at the time it’s
offered, one day it will be crystal clear. After a few terrifying attempts I
won the Benalla encourage with Lookerbie Polar. My greatest challenge
is to understand and communicate better with my dogs. I've come to
believe that if I don't respect my dog all is lost, and that if something
goes wrong on the trial ground its more than likely to be my fault. Hence
lots of kicking my own butt behind my caravan.......
I'm always in awe of the work so many non-trialing volunteers put in to run a
trial. Sponsorship of our trials is always incredibly generous, particularly in
small communities. All our members contribute to the Supreme,
and to them I say thank you for the opportunity to be on the
Test Team this year.”
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Newsletter
REPORT FROM THE A.S.D.W.A. PRESIDENT
A.S.D.W.A PRESIDENT
Welcome to the winter edition of the Australian Newsletter. Trialling has been in full
swing in most states during the last few months. Congratulations to all the triallers who have earned the right to
represent their state in the upcoming Ted Gaby Interstate Series to be held at Strathalbyn South Australia during
the Australian Supreme Championships. I commend the formation of the Australian Federation for Livestock
Working Dogs. The impetus for the formation of the AFLWD came from the Victorian Governments recently
introduced Animal Welfare Legislation which impacts severely on breeders of working dogs in Victoria. I feel that
we need to get all state based Farm Organisations to adopt the " Code of Welfare for Australian Livestock Working
Dogs" which the Australian Sheepdog Workers Association endorsed and adopted last year. This code was adapted
from the New Zealand Government 2010 Code of Welfare for Dogs by the Working Kelpie Council of Australia Inc
(WKC) with permission from the Animal Welfare Directorate, MAF Biosecurity New Zealand. I would also like to
sincerely thank the WKC for all the time and effort they put in to adapting the above mentioned code.
Finally I would like to wish everybody good luck and good health and we look forward to seeing many of you at
Strathalbyn in September. Jim O’Connell

Good day from WA
Western Australia has conducted five trials
since the last newsletter. One Yard and Utility
trial and four Arena trials. We are approaching
our busiest time for trialing in the next few
months. This is kicked off by a Yard and Utility
trial at “Binnaburra” the home of Gordon and
Sara Curtis. This trial will be run for the period
of the 4th – 6th of July. There has been a lot of
chatter around the trials about who is/is not
going to the Supreme in South Australia. It
sounds as though it may be a nice quiet time to
stay in WA!!! We are all looking forward to
catching up with our more eastern
counterparts at this great event and enjoying
the hospitality of the South Australians. So,
happy trialing and I look forward to seeing you
all in Strathalbyn, SA. Grant Cooke

QLD Presidents Report
We had a slow start to trialling this year with the dry weather
and a number of trials being cancelled. We thank those trial
committee’s that were able to conduct trials.
Congratulations to our trailers, Geoff & Roy for their selection
to represent Queensland at Strathalbyn. We wish South
Australia every success in running the Australian
Championships.
The Queensland Championships are held at Warwick on the
4,5,6&7th of September 2014.
We look forward to welcoming Interstate visitors to this event.
Wishing trailers every success for the 2014-2015 years.
Regards Jack Dwan.

VICTORIAN PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Victoria has been busy with trialling during the first half of the year, however we lost two trials – Strathallan due to
the ill health of Simon Bremner and the McIntosh Trial due do the committee feeling there was more work than
reward with declining numbers of participants. It is hoped that both Trials will return in 2015.
Due to ill health John Tuddenham has resigned as President of the Association and we all wish John a speedy
recovery. John has worked tirelessly for the Association attending virtually every Trial in Victoria competing, judging
and organising.
The Victorian Dog of the Year has been won clearly by O’Kane’s White Boy & Paul O’Kane on 42 points from
Glamorgan Peter and Davina Campbell on 26 points and Granan Lady & Susan Young on 25 points.
Our Selection Trial resulted in Paul O’Kane with O’Kane’s Kasey Chambers and Jim Dodge with Paton’s Cooper
gaining the results to represent Victoria at the forthcoming Supreme.
Thank you to all the many volunteers and members who work so hard to ensure our trials continue to run.
Bill Paton Acting President
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TASMANIAN PRESIDENT’S REPORT
I would like to share an observation of dog trialing formed over a 30 year plus period.
This is not intended as criticism or in any way judgmental.
I would believe that sheep dog trialing grew out of a desire by sheep owners, managers or shepherds to
exhibit and compare their dog’s abilities under a uniform set of conditions, as well as, a social gathering of like
minded people, and indeed that was my experience when I started dog trialing in 1977.
However, in the ensuing years to the present day there has entered in to this pass time (I don’t care for the
description of dog trialing being a sport) a group of people who do not make a living or even a hobby, from
raising and working stock but who are primarily dog owners and lovers, for whom dog trialing gives an
opportunity to do something challenging and practical with their dogs on a trial ground. Both groups care for
their dogs and get enjoyment from trialing as a social activity.
The ongoing survival of dog trialing depends largely on the membership base remaining at least stable in many
of our states and hopefully growing. However, there is one critical area that sheep husbandry is important,
that being the procurement of sheep with which to run dog trials.
Farmers in my experience are becoming increasingly reluctant to lend their valuable stock unless there is a
demonstrated knowledge and commitment to the animal’s welfare which in
Tasmania at least encompasses a knowledge of foot rot, lice, ovine johnes and stock stress.
In the case of our upcoming 2015 Supreme we are asking for the use of a flock of sheep with a conservative
value of $100,000.00!
The challenge for dog trialing is for all dog enthusiasts to become sheep enthusiasts as well.
Regards Michael Grant
SA PRESIDENT’S REPORT
SA trialling year for 2014 begun with the Strathalbyn Field Trial followed by a short course trial at Karoonda Farm Fair.
Although numbers at both venues were affected by health and work issues a high standard of work was still displayed.
The moving of the South East trials from July to April proved popular as better weather was enjoyed by competitors
from SA, Vic & NSW. Congratulations to all who had success at these trials. We now have a break in trials till August
which will start a very busy period in SA. Clearly our major focus in the coming months will be organising and running
of the Supreme at Strathalbyn and State Championships at Paskeville. Much work has been put into organising the
Supreme particularly by Stefan and Simone Cross and our secretary, Joanne Flavel, and with the Strathalbyn Facilities
offering an excellent venue. Coprice has come on board with cash and product sponsorship for which we are extremely
grateful. A lead up trial will be held on Stefan’s farm in the week leading up to the Supreme with unpowered camping
available in the paddock or you may choose to set up in Strathalbyn and travel the 9 kms to the paddock. Please book
camping in town direct with the caravan park. Because the Supreme venue doesn’t provide area for a second arena a
separate Novice will be held Saturday & Sunday 20 and 21 September on main arena with Supreme running Monday
22nd to Sunday 28th. A trial at Maitland will then be held Tuesday 30th to Thursday October 2nd. Our State Championship
and Champion of Champions will run over our long weekend Friday 4th to Monday 7th at Paskeville with Barmera to
follow on the next weekend. Should you have further questions particularly in regard to any venue or accommodation,
please feel free to contact Simone, Joanne or myself. Although SAWSDA is relatively small numerically we look forward
to using these prestigious events to promote sheepdog trialling across our state to both stockmen and the general
public and to this end we encourage our visitors to engage with spectators when not competing. We look forward to
welcoming both interstate and New Zealand visitors to these events and invite all to attend. Merv Simmonds
Australian Sheepdog Workers’ Association Incorporated Newsletter
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The South Australian Working Sheepdog Association Inc. in
conjunction with the Australian Sheepdog Workers Association
Inc. proudly invite you to the

2014
SUPREME AUSTRALIAN WORKING
SHEEPDOG CHAMPIONSHIP
To be held at Strathalbyn on the Fleurieu Peninsula,
approximately 1 hour south of Adelaide.

Monday, September 22 to Sunday,
September 28, 2014
Including a separate Novice event to be held on Saturday, September 20
and Sunday September 21, 2014.

Entries close: Wednesday, August 20, 2014.
Accommodation
The Strathalbyn Caravan Park is situated in the north eastern corner of the Showgrounds. There are
more powered sites located around the showground as well, so there is plenty of power for all! They
have kindly offered our visitors some great deals:
Powered site - $25 per night per couple – book for the week and the 7th night is free (total $150)
Unpowered site - $15 per night per couple – book for the week and the 7th night is free (total $90)
For more information and bookings: www.strathalbyncaravanpark.com.au
Phone: (08) 85 363681
Email: bookings@strathalbyncaravanpark.com.au

Please book directly with the Caravan Park.
Further information on local Motel and bed and breakfast accommodation is available.
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Lead-up trial
A lead-up trial will be run by the Strathalbyn and Districts Working Sheepdog Society on Monday 15 to
Thursday 18 September, 2014. It will be held in a paddock on Stefan and Simone Cross’ property, off the
Nine Mile Road, 8kms out of Strathalbyn. This trial will be run on the Supreme course and will include
Encourage, Novice, Improver and Open events, with a separate final for each class.
You are welcome to camp on the ground, but there is no power available. Water and portable toilets are
available, but no showers.

Other trials
Maitland ~ 30th September – 2nd October

Enquiries: Merv Simmonds 0438 377 380

SA State Championship – to be held at Paskeville – 3rd-5th October
Enquiries: Merv Simmonds 0438 377 380
Invitational Champion of Champions – to be held at Paskeville – 6th October
Enquiries: Merv Simmonds 0438 377 380
Barmera – 10th-12th October

Enquiries: Bob Clark 0418 473 169

Mount Gambier – 24th-25th October

Enquiries: Yvonne Johns 08 87 258 514

Entry Forms
Entry forms are available on our web site: www.sawsda.org.au
or on request from the Secretary, Joanne Flavel:
Mail:
P O Box 338, Meningie, SA, 5264
Phone:
(08) 85 750045
Email:
joanneflavel@internode.on.net

Entries close Wednesday 20 August, 2014
We are more than happy to email the entry forms to you or to post them to those
who don’t have access to the internet.

Need more information?
General enquiries: Stefan Cross 0417 817 364
Local knowledge, accommodation etc: Simone Cross 08 85 370235 or echopark5@yahoo.com.au
Entries: Joanne Flavel 08 85 750045 or joanne.flavel@internode.on.net

We look forward to seeing you in September!

Australian Sheepdog Workers’ Association Incorporated Newsletter
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Minutes of the ASDWA General meeting Held by Phone Hook Up 12/03/2014
PRESENT
DELEGATES

Jim O’Connell , Grant Cooke, Ian Beard, Lance Clifford
VIC Bill Paton & Stuart Gass
NSW Paul Darmody & Mick Hudson
SA Merve Simmonds & Stefan Cross QLD Jack Dwan & Geoff Gibson
WA Gordon Curtis & Grant Cooke
TAS Bernard McGlashan & Michael Grant
Open
Meeting declared open by President Jim O’Connell at 7.05 pm EST
Apologies Nil
Previous Minutes from Cobar Moved true & acurate record by VIC Seconded QLD CARRIED
Business Arising from Minutes Nil
Correspondence Correspondence Tabled
Moved Ian Beard Inward be received Outward endorsed
Seconded WA CARRIED
Business Arising from Correspondence NSW asked about the letter of complaint from Tony Mulvahil
regarding the length of time it took to put the Test results on the ASDWA website.
Ian explained that the results had been sent in but a family death from the Web managers
had
delayed them going on the web site.
Treasurers Report 14-9-13 TO 28-2-14 Moved that Lance’s Treasurer's Report be received & all accounts
be passed for payment Seconded TAS CARRIED
Opening Balance $ 48,897.35
Total Receipts $ 2.42
Total Expenditure $ 11,760.00
Total Funds $ 37,139.99
Business arising from Treasurer's report.
NSW moved that Malcom Taylor be asked to reimburse only
his wife's air fare. Seconded VIC CARRIED
General Business
(i)
A discussion was held on how the ASDWA would handle the Animal Welfare Code from here.
Gordon reported on the phone-hook up that all the Working Dog Associations participated in.
NSW - moved that the current copy of the Animal Welfare code that the ASDWA has adopted be
updated on the front page to Include only the ASDWA & State’s name’s and Logo’s
seconded QLD CARRIED
Gordon Curtis to contact Don Robertson to tell him what we are doing regarding the change to
the front page of the Code as a courtesy.

(ii)

Approve Judges for Supreme 2014
Jim Dodge & Bill Paton Reserve Andrew Stanczak Nominated by VIC
Phillip Swain Nominated by NSW
Graeme Heath & Snow Potter Nominated by QLD

SA moved that Graeme Heath & Andrew Stanczak be the Judges for 2014
seconded TAS CARRIED
Appointment of Test Captain 2014

(iii)

John Perry Nominated by NSW WA SA VIC & QLD

Jim O’Connell moved that John Perry be Captain CARRIED
(iv)
Appointment of Test Judge / Manager 2014
Greg Prince nominated by WA & NSW
Jim O’Connell Nominated by SA(not Eligible)
Bill Paton Nominated by VIC Geoff Gibson Nominated by QLD
WA,NSW,SA,TAS voted for Greg Prince. Vic voted Bill Paton. Qld voted Geoff Gibson

Congratulations to Greg Prince Test Judge/Manager 2014
(v) Ian Beard reported that Tassie Cars have the new format ready for the Web Site and will
implement it in April.
(vi) Ian reported that the test jackets would be organised as all members of the Team are now known.
(vii)
Paul Darmody spoke on the Supreme trial at Cobar. He thanked all those that helped in any way
and paid tribute to Jacinta Cain and her husband Ken. He also wished South Australia well and
apologised for clashing Henty mistakenly with the Supreme.
(viii)
Stefan Cross thanked Coprice for sponsoring the 2014 Supreme and reported that the Novice
will start two days before the Supreme with Greg Prince as judge. There will be a month of
Trialing in South Australia starting before the Supreme.
Next Meeting

Phone Hook-Up 3rd week of July.
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Minutes of the ASDWA General Meeting Held by-Phone Hook UP - 23/06/2014 7.30 pm EST
PRESENT
DELEGATES

Jim O’Connell , Grant Cooke, Ian Beard, Lance Clifford
VIC John Tuddenham & Bill Paton NSW John Parrington & Paul Elliot
SA Merv Simmonds & Stefan Cross QLD Jack Dwan & Geoff Gibson
WA Gordon Curtis & Wayne Hall TAS Michael Grant & Bernard McGlashan

Open
Meeting declared open by President Jim O’Connell at 7.45 pm EST
Apologies Wayne Hall
Previous Minutes Ian Beard Moved true & acurate record: Seconded TAS
CARRIED
Business Arising from Minutes -- Ian advised the web sites are now able to be changed by the State
Secretaries. Gordon advised he had contacted Don Robertson regarding changing the front cover of the
Animal welfare Code. Jim has spoken to Greg Prince regarding preparations for the Test Team.
Correspondence Correspondence Tabled
Moved Ian beard Inward be received Outward endorsed
Seconded WA
CARRIED
Business Arising from Correspondence. - Micheal Grant asked the Secretary to write to New Zealand letting
them Know the Proposed date for the Supreme Australian Championships to be held in Tasmania in 2015.

Treasurers Report
Report from 26-2-2014 to 20-6-2014
Openning Balance $37,139.99
Receipts $481.83
Expenditure Nil
Term deposit 1 $12982.86
Term Deposit 2 $12,461.73 Cheque A/C $ 12,177.23
Total Funds Available
$ 37,621.82
Test Team A/C - $807.42
Moved by Lance that Report be Received & all accounts be passed for Payment Seconded NSW CARRIED
General Business
(i)
Insurance -- Two quotes were obtained from Insurance brokers for a 20,000,000 Public Liability Policy
Current Insurance Policy holder EBM- quoted $7444.40 EBM revised their quote down to $4834.37
when asked to look at their pricing.
Affinity - quoted $4822.40 Affinity also offered to Insure Volunteers for accidental Cover for an
extra $750.00 if the ASDWA Insured our public liability with Affinity .
WA -moved that the ASDWA accept the Affinity quote and also the accident policy for Volunteers as
long as the written quote cover the same as the EBM policy. Total - $5572.40 Seconded NSW CARRIED
(ii)

Aust Livestock Working Dog Committee. A discussion was held on this new organisation and its future
role and funding. Jim asked for another delegate to attend the phone Hook-up with him .Qld
nominated Jim O’Connell & Paul Glynn to represent the ASDWA. It was indicated to the meeting that
Gordon Curtis & Grant Cooke would be in attendance representing WA. Bill Paton representing
Victoria and Paul Glynn representing NSW. Also Lance Clifford representing the WKC. It was decided
that the ASDWA would have plenty of representation. Gordon Curtis spoke on his personal belief that
the new organisation would not need to be Incorporated at this stage and be able to operate as an
interested Group disseminating imformation on Animal Welfare issues and Laws around the Country.

(iii)

Supreme Report Stefan Cross – Spoke on Strathalbyn’s preperation and that the grounds were
looking great. Sheep were available and the New Zealand Team would be getting themselves to
Adelaide. Gordon asked Stefan to keep Judge/manager in touch with the particulars and time of arrival
of the New Zealand team. Micheal asked Stefan to organise some sheep for the Australian Team to
practice on.
Meeting Closed 8.40 pm EST

Next Meeting AGM & GENERAL Strathalbyn September 2014

Australian Sheepdog Workers’ Association Incorporated Newsletter
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Patron:

Damian Wilson, PO Box 302, Birdwood, 5234
wilson.damian@bigpond.com
0410 555141
President: Merv Simmonds, PO Box 49, Kadina, 5554
m.rsimmonds@bigpond.com
08 88 212031
Secretary: Joanne Flavel, PO Box 338, Meningie, 5264
joanneflavel@internode.on.net
08 85 750045
Publicity officer: Simone Cross, PO Box 577, Strathalbyn, 5255
echopark5@yahoo.com.au
08 85 370235

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
WORKING SHEEPDOG
ASSOCIATION

PADDOCK TO PLATE
Celebrity Chef, Matt Moran (pictured below)
and his film crew spent a day with us at the
Strathalbyn Field Trial, filming for an
upcoming episode of his Fox TV lifestyle
program, Paddock to Plate.
After the trial, competitors and their families
were treated to the meal cooked by the
premier chef and restaurateur. Known for
creating unique dishes, the meal featured
curried alpaca with rice and salads.
The program will include shots from the day’s
trialing and will go to air later in the year.

WISHES FOR A SPEEDY RECOVERY
Past President and much respected member,
David Brockhurst has been missing in action
on the trial ground this year. He is battling
some health issues and we wish him a
speedy recovery after major surgery.
We look forward to seeing David and
Margaret back at the trials again soon.
OUR WINNERS
Strathalbyn Field Trial:
Encourage ~ Judge: Don Bolt
Joshua Lines Karmala Bolt

80

Novice ~ Judge: Don Bolt
Joshua Lines Barkel Star III
Milton Cross Somerville Floss
Joshua Lines Karamala Bolt

159
158
149

Improver ~ Judge: Joanne Flavel
Anne Bolt
Lang’s Jet
Mike Deppeler Deppeler’s Bear
Mike Deppeler Deppeler’s Bess

85
84
83
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Open ~ Judge: Merv Simmonds
Steve Geraghty Somerville Clyde
Damian Wilson Ulara Rob
Anne Bolt
Glenview Streak
Mike Deppeler
Delolea Sooty
Damian Wilson Yandarra Whisky

182
173
172
163
90

Karoonda Short Course Trial:
Open ~ Judge: Don Bolt
Stefan Cross
Echo Park Sandy 160
Merv Simmonds Gramer Joshua
153
Anne Bolt
Wyemando Kiddiwinks 69
Don Maddern
Ameroo Kite
67
Merv Simmonds Baruma Mary
64
Naracoorte Trial:
Novice ~ Judge: Joanne Flavel
Wayne Mathieson Auburn Oscar
Sue Young
Ashen’s Bree
Wayne Mathieson Auburn Jake

99
97
44

Improver ~ Judge: Stuart Gass
Wayne Mathieson Auburn Oscar
Wayne Mathieson Auburn Jake
Wayne Mathieson Auburn Libby

100
96
48

Open ~ Judge: Stuart Gass
Steve Geraghty
Somerville Clyde 131
Sue Young
Granan Claire
129
Damian Wilson
Yandarra Whisky 118
Sue Young
Ashen’s Rod
93
Damian Wilson
Ulara Rob
58
Bordertown Trial:
Novice ~ Judge: Steve Geraghty
Wayne Mathieson Auburn Jake
100
Sue Young
Ashen’s Bree
58
Yvonne Johns
Wangoola Collie 57
Improver ~ Judge: Michael Deppeler
Wayne Mathieson
Auburn Jake
77
Wayne Mathieson
Auburn Libby
70
Helen Dreckow
TK Bobby
41
Open ~ Judge: Michael Deppeler
Damian Wilson Yandarra Whisky
Damian Wilson Ulara Rob
Sue Young
Granan Claire
Kevin Wilson
Tintagel Dusty
Joanne Flavel
Old Mill Roy

Australian Sheepdog Workers’ Association Incorporated Newsletter
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President: Mr Jack Dwan

MS 508 WARWICK QLD 4370

Mobile: 0458 614333
Email: ndwan@bigpond.com
Secretary: Mrs Pam Abra
PO Box 218 ESK QLD 4312
Mobile: 0427653961
Email: wpabra@bigpond.com
Treasurer: Mrs Joy Williams PO Box 2524 NERANG DC QLD 4211
Mobile:
0418 759056
Email: joysdogs7@gmail.com
Registrar: Ms Judy Allen
77 Holzwarts Rd, BERAT QLD 4362
Phone/Fax: (07) 4666 6090
Email: nellarou@bigpond.com

Final Queensland Supreme
Judge Phillip Swain
1

Geoff Gibson

Gibson’s DJ

Top 15 Queensland Supreme
264

Geoff Gibson

Gibson’s DJ

181

Potter Gillie

178

Brenkris Stumpy

177

2

Roy Potticary

Brenkris Stumpy

262

Snow Potter

3

Roy Potticary

Delrae Eddie

257

Roy Potticary

4

Dan Bougoure

Fiesta Jane

256

Dan Bougoure Fiesta Jane

174

Roy Potticary

173

5

Errol
Brettschneider

Fiesta Flea

256

6

Snow Potter

Potter Gillie

248

Delrae Eddie

Errol
Fiesta Flea
Brettschneider

170

Snow Potter

Potter Rita

169

Colin Topp

Moriarty Gemma

169

Dan Bougoure Fiesta Sophie

Queensland
Supreme Winner
Geoff Gibson with
Judge Phillip Swain

Gibson’s Smokey 168

Wayne Abra

Wilco’s Jimmy

158

Ian Beard

Cook’s Pete

152

Dale Formosa

Cook’s Di

130

Colin Topp

Charlies Gypsey

88

John Wolfe

Smileys Trudy

87

Jim O’Connell

Camara Cascade

86

Morven Winners 2014

Queensland Trial Dates 2014
Graham
Halsall,
Wayne
Abra,Paul
Elliott, Snow
Potter, Roy
Potticary,
Steven
Elliott, Colin
Topp

Trial
Kalbar

Date
Aug 8-10

Brisbane RNA
Chinchilla

Aug 9-15
Aug 2931
Sept 4-7

Warwick Qld
Championships
Allora
Karara

Competitor
Geoff Gibson
Roy Potticary
Geoff Gibson
Roy Potticary
Jim O’Connell
Jim O’Connell

167

Geoff Gibson

Queensland Rep Run Off
Rd 1 Supreme
Dog
EOY
Rd 2 &3 Trans Tasman
Points
Gibson’s DJ
16
95 + 90 + 67.5
Brenkris Stumpy
11
78 + 89.75 + 70.5
Blackbrook Merri
13.5
86 + 81.5 + 83.5
Delrae Spanner
9
84 + 61.75 + 74.5
Camara Cascade
11
91 + 48.25 + 71.5
Jackson’s Steffi
10
84 + 83.25 + 43

Sept 2628
Oct 31Nov2

Contact
Dale & Sue
Formosa
Jack Dwan
Bob Walsh

Phone
07 3297 5117

Jack Dwan

07 4661 4336

John
Crombie
Lorraine
Welsh

07 4666 6131

07 4661 4336
07 4662 7972

07 4667 4163

Total
268.5
262.25
262.5
229.25
216.75
214.25

Gibson’s DJ Qld Rep
and Supreme Winner
Congratulations to our Queensland Reps for 2014 and all the best in Strathalbyn in September to
Geoff Gibson with Gibson’s DJ and Roy Potticary with Brenkris Stumpy
Australian Sheepdog Workers’ Association Incorporated Newsletter
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TASMANIAN WORKING
SHEEP DOG ASSOCIATION
www.twsda.org

We are continuing to fund raise for our upcoming
2015 Supreme and this event is starting to take shape
nicely.
A group of dog triallists
highland wethers with this
easier as the sheep were
presence of liver fluke in
careful handling a necessity
dogs came into their own.

undertook a drove of
year being a great deal
educated, however the
some of the mob made
and the strong eyed trial

Our Tasmanian trial season is in winter recess which
with our short days and inclement weather is a
blessing.
Harry Allen’s “Jones Rally” won the Intermediate Handlers Class
at Agfest 2014

The new Intermediate Handlers Class as
outlined in the previous newsletter has been a great
success with a pleasing spread of wins to a wider than
usual group of triallists thereby succeeding in our aim
to give finals participation to as many handlers as
possible.
Martin Waddingham working Shannandoah Bob,

We are a third of the way through our trialing
calendar and at this stage the consistency points are
headed by Malcolm Taylor with Somerville Nell,
followed by Michael Grant with Fleetwood Queen,
with Martin Waddingham with Shannandoah Bob
and Lee Jamieson with Mocara Eddie in equal third
place.
Taylor McGlashan’s Swift & Geoff Elmer’s Dunorlan Blue shared
equal first at the Bothwell Trial in the Intermediate Class

A stalwart of Tasmanian Sheepdog Trialing, Henry Homan with
Dunorlan Glen. The pair came 3rd in the Open and won the
Improver Class at the Westbury Trial

We will commence trialing in early August with
roughly a quarter of our active workers heading to
the Supreme at Strathalbyn in September.

Bruce Dolliver winning the Open at Bothwell with Mocara Kate
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We start them young in Tassie! A star in the making - Gwen
Waddingham with Somerville Max
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Australian Newsletter – June 2014
As the new council settle into the swing of things, we have been busy trying to be pro-active in our

approach to the sport in getting things done. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the outgoing
council and executives for all the work they have done and contribution they have given the NSWSDWA
over the past 12 months.
I would like to congratulate on behalf of the NSWSDWA Laurie Slater on winning Handler of the year, Pip
Hudson on winning dog of the year with Kiwi Golda and Rookie of the year Brett Smith, this is a great
achievement for these workers.
The new council has successfully completed the states selection trial in Cumnock, 20-22nd June, 2014 which
stated at 8am each day due to the outstanding number of nominations. With a total of 56 Competitors, we
moved thru the weekend with cool mornings but sunny days. We had a very close finish with Greg Prince
scoring 263.75 with Princes Timmy and Bill Davidson scoring 263.25 with Longerview Bazza.
Congratulations to you both and good luck when you travel to Strathalbyne in September to represent
New South Wales. GO THE BLUES!
Place Worker

Dog Name

Points

Total

1.

Greg Prince

Delrio Whiskey

173.75+83.5

257.25

2.

Tony Dickens

Nardoo Dolly

161.75+83.75

245.50

3.

Greg Prince

Moriarty Debbie

167.25+85.5

252.75

4.

Leigh Foster

Me Mate Ink

175.75+56.25

232.00

5.

Bill Davidson

Longerview Bazza

177.25+86

263.25

6.

Pip Hudson

Kiwi Golda

174.75+83

257.75

7.

Paul Elliott

Elliotts Budd

165+82.25

247.25

8.

Greg Prince

Princes Timmy

168.75+95

263.75

9.

Mick Hudson

Wondara Snap

167.75+63.5

231.25

10.

Greg Prince

Tippers Brigalow

170.5+69

239.5

Another thing that the New South Wales Council would like to do this year is to run one if not two judges
schools at locations within the state, keep an eye out for more information in regards to these schools
once we have finalised the details.
As the year moves on several trials have been run of which I have been lucky enough to go to a couple the
day at Rockley was great and it’s a credit to those who run this trial as it runs quite well and with no fuss
even if you cannot see the sheep for the first couple of hours dew to the fog. The other was Willow Tree,
this again is another good trial well run and with a great committee that will do anything to help every
person that goes there.
Just a final thing that not only the trials I have mentioned above but others as well are run by committees
willing to get in a have a go, lets support these trials as they support us by hosting them .
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I s s u e N u m be r 1 9 — J u l y 2 0 1 4

In reply to the article “Does our sport need some spine”, published by the editor Ian Beard..dated July 2013
issue 17.
I request a right of reply and ask that it be published in the next newsletter..no 18.
As a COMPETITOR and JUDGE over the past 20 years I have an observation about the inconsistencies noticed
over the past FEW years of SOME judges who use their own petty likes and dislikes of RULES, COMPETITORS
and DOGS.
There are some mighty good judges today who keep themselves fit and active and study the rules so they are
ready for the HUGE concentration needed in judging a trial over 3 to 5 days. MOST judges find their job most
rewarding and see it as an honour to be asked to judge a trial…and don’t see it as a “thankless task”
So if Judges first of all LEARN the rules, then ABIDE by the rules, and JUDGE by the rules, these problems would
go away and this “continuous bad behaviour” would stop.
Judges, like competitors, are not above the law and should also abide by the rules…
Competition is getting better all the time with more people training their dogs to a higher standard and the
standard of judging must keep up.
THIS DOES NOT EXCUSE BAD BEHAVIOUR OF COMPETITORS who must be pulled into line by JUDGES.
Our game needs a shake up…
a) There are too many dogs being mistreated at trials.
b) Too much turning a blind eye by councillors…..they SEE things happen and don’t ACT…..THEN wait for a
letter from an innocent party who may witness an offence at a trial, and report it in writing. This then
becomes one person’s word against another’s.
AS A COUNCILLOR>>> IF YOU SEE IT….ACT ON IT, OR STAND DOWN
I HOPE YOU SEE MY
COMMENTS AS BEING CONSTRUCTIVE…This surely is for the GOOD of our SPORT.
Signed….Greg Prince
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Can you name these prominent dog triallists
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The Essence and Criteria of Good Handy ‘Working Stock Dogs’
(Both male and female dogs – for sheep work and some cattle work)
Dogs lacking the ability to collect, control and move stock, are of little value as ‘working stock dogs’
– the following natural traits/instincts must be inherited with plenty of ‘heart’
Natural traits: essential for practical ‘working stock dogs’
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)

Cast long and deep with a desire to break out wider to search and muster both scattered sheep and
cattle to a distance of at least eight hundred metres (800m) – using their own initiative.
Approach both sheep and cattle steadily with trust worthiness, with a natural stop/pause to find the
point of balance without command and bring them from afar in a meaningful, steady, balanced and
collected manner – using their own initiative.
Work a reasonable mob of both sheep and cattle, as well as a few, and also a single animal, in a
controlled manner with:
* steadiness and calmness
* collective hold together
* freedom of movement
* distance (not too pushy or too slack and to be aware of the ‘contact zone’ when working behind stock)
* width (not too close or too wide and to be aware of the ‘contact zone’ when going around stock)
* break (clean and purposeful, without ‘chopping in’ on stock or splitting them)
* heading (to go completely to the head of stock when required)
* eye (to have the desire to overview changing situations and to use concentrated and cautious eye,
without any ‘stickiness’ or ‘tunnel vision’, only when required)
* balance (to recognise, and where necessary maintain, a stationary or moving point of balance of stock)
* short cover and mob cover (immediate reaction with a range from moving one foot or a slight turn of
the head to changing position around or along a mob of stock – to maintain control)
* anticipation
* minimal activity (do no more than is necessary).
Drive stock from behind, willingly and in a practical manner, to the handler and also away from the handler
– with purpose.
Force with a sensible and effective desire to move, both sheep and cattle with strength – without
excessive weaving or showing any intimidation (without weakness).
Block and hold both sheep and cattle with meaningful and effective cover and strength.
Tackle willingly, with sensible strength, any head to head confrontation with both sheep and cattle and
to heel cattle – without backing off, tail turning or any sign of ‘fizziness’.
Show no savagery towards stock (only controlled force).
Respond willingly to sensible command and control – to be biddable.
Heart (willing to keep working under great pressure in the face of adversity)
Work willingly with whip cracking and with thunder.
Work sheep in yards, shearing sheds and stock trucks without fear.
Back and squeeze through packed sheep in a race, pen and stock truck – to free jammed sheep.
Controlled bark if/only when practical – without excessive bark or bark associated with fear.
Be compatible with people, have a high degree of intelligence, be devoid of excitability and nervousness,
possess an overall good temperament, be fertile and be physically sound with good stamina.

Some of the numerous tasks involving ‘working stock dogs’ are: catching one sheep, splitting/shedding stock off
from others and leaving them behind, holding and minding stock within a fixed position, and drawing stock along
– as in leading them. However, such tasks may be derived through command, control and routine, and are not
actually due to particular or desirable natural traits – they are mainly acquired actions.
Although the above essential natural traits are many, they are distinctly different from each other. The makeup of
these remarkable dogs is extremely complex. If they are deficit in just one of these traits, it can greatly affect their
overall ability as good handy ‘working stock dogs’ – to collect, control and move stock. It is the genes they possess
(natural traits), brought about through breeding and selection, that determines their future.
While the black billy boils we yarn an’ dream –
then at last the coals die and the day ‘as been
But at the swag curls a mate, ‘times hard to see –
ready and willing whatever t’morrow may be

Rod Cavanagh
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Davina Campbell - First women wins Victorian Championships
By Jeanette Severs. Davina Campbell became the first
women to win the Baden Powell Victorian Open
Championship three sheep arena sheepdog trial, held
recently at Haddon. Mrs Campbell took out the honour
with a top score of 183 points, with her four year old
border collie Glamorgan Peter. She also finished equal
third with Glamorgan Flash on 159 points. Peter and Flash
are litter brothers out of Akoonah Gypsy, which, with
handler Greg Campbell finished in eighth place. The Baden
Powell Victorian Open has been running since 1956 and
begins with a 400 metre cast. There were 59 open dogs
entered in the open section of the championship. While
the Campbell’s Border Collies do general sheep work, she
said the long cast was a test for them all. “They’re not even
trained for a 400 m cast,” Mrs Campbell, Sutherlands Creek
,said. “The sheep were testy on the day, too, but Peter
worked really well and I was pleased with him-and with
Flash.” It is a turnaround for the couple, who used to race
Thoroughbreds-winning city and country races - before
retiring and taking up sheepdog trialling. We always had
Border Collies and it seemed a natural progression to trial
them,” Mrs Campbell said. “But trialling Collies is a bit
more technical than just working them.” Second place in
the championship went to Jim Dodge, with Morrie-Lynne
Skid on 164. Mr Dodge and his Border Collie, Viewfield
Cossie, won the J Hiscock Memorial Trophy for the best
cast, lift and draw. In the novice championship, with a
140m cast, John Agnew and Ashens Flynn won with a
combined score of 123. David Hines and Tarcoola Socks
finished in second place on 110 points.

Editor Newsletter:
Ian Beard
179 Pelican Back Road
CHINCHILLA QLD 4413
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Thank you and well done to all
who have contributed to this
newsletter.
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